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O V E R V I E W

When I was invited to write the introduction to this Annual Report 

I felt I had much to share about my first year as Chief Executive.   I

have observed firsthand, many acts of kindness and people going 

the extra mile.  These often small acts by staff at all levels are often

noted but not necessarily acknowledged, yet these are the things

that I am most proud of.   However, I am also sorry about when things

are not so good, when patients and families have poor experiences

leaving us to reflect on how we communicate, how we behave and

how we care.  Learning from these concerns is fundamental.
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This Annual Report also allows me time to look back at our achievements.  The new Stirling

Health and Care Village is a truly inspirational example of what can be achieved when we work

in partnership with other organisations.  Partnership working has been a key theme in

2018/2019 and investment in joint appointments will help drive forward new ways of working

in both our Health & Social Care Partnerships.  

 

Prevention, early intervention and building strong and sustainable Primary Care Services has

also been a key theme and being able to attract and appoint just over 80 additional healthcare

staff – new nurses, pharmacists and physiotherapists to support local GP Practices- is again

worthy of celebrating.   

 

During 2018/19, the Scottish Government allocated an additional £17m to increase the number

of theatres, MRI scanners and inpatient beds at Forth Valley Royal Hospital.  This investment

will help us carry out thousands of extra operations and MRI scans every year. 

 

Our performance has improved in a number of areas with further improvements expected in

the year ahead.  Local smoking rates and teenage pregnancies are currently at the lowest levels

on record and our vaccination programmes continue to be among the most successful in the

country.  But behind these improvements are specific communities who do less well.   We have

a duty to work with partners to improve the lives of those most disadvantaged and, as an

employer, we will continue to support people into work through Modern Apprenticeships and

Project Search – two important initiatives which helped us secure coveted Investors in

Young People Good Practice Gold Award.  

 

Becoming one of only two health care organisations in the UK to achieve Investors in People

(Gold) also reinforces that NHS Forth Valley is a place where a ‘can do’ attitude shines through

and I am very proud to be part of this workforce. 

 

I am pleased to report that we met all of our financial targets for 2018/19.  We estimate we

need to deliver around £36m of savings over the next three years but are in a good place to

achieve this through a range of initiatives designed to reduce waste, achieve best value and

maximise the use of new technology. 

 

This Annual Report highlights some of the many awards, achievements and donations received

during the year.  As it’s not possible to mention them all, I’d like to take this opportunity to

thank all my staff for their hard work and commitment during the year and pay tribute to the

many volunteers and fundraisers who supported our work during 2018/19.

Cathie Cowan

Chief Executive, NHS Forth Valley
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INCREASING CAPACITY 
A £17 million investment plan to increase theatre, diagnostic and

inpatient capacity at Forth Valley Royal Hospital was announced in

October 2018. The additional funding, which is part of the Scottish

Government's National Waiting Times Improvement plan, will be used to

open two new operating theatres, create a new inpatient ward and

purchase a second MRI scanner for the hospital.  

 

This will enable hundreds of extra operations and thousands of additional

scans to be carried out every year. NHS Forth Valley will also enter into a

partnership with the Golden Jubilee National Hospital in Clydebank to

improve the training and recruitment of clinical staff across both sites and

support the national elective care centre programme. 

 

 

INVESTING IN NEW EQUIPMENT 

S E R V I C E  D E V E L O P M E N T S  

A new £1 million MRI scanner was delivered to Forth Valley Royal Hospital in

June 2018.  The scanner is housed in a refurbished suite with a backlit picture

wall and concealed ambient lighting which changes colours to help patients

relax in calmer and less clinical surroundings. 

 

MRI scanners are used to take images of all parts of the body including the brain,

spinal cord, heart and blood vessels and internal organs such as the liver, womb,

prostate gland and gall bladder. Around 160 patients from across Forth Valley

require MRI scans every week.

A new Forth Valley facility, known as the Meadows, opened in March 2019 to

support victims of sexual crimes. This includes adults and children who have

experienced rape, sexual assault or gender-based violence. The Centre, which is

run in partnership with Police Scotland and the voluntary sector, provides

services in a  comfortable, less clinical environment with improved facilities for

forensic medical examinations and interviews. 
 

It also has a separate area for children where specially trained staff can carry out

interviews and gather video evidence. NHS staff based within the centre are

able to provide support and access to a wider range of health services and

 

SUPPORTING VICTIMS OF SEXUAL CRIMES

voluntary organisations, such as Women’s Aid and Rape Crisis,  these organisations are able to use accommodation

within the centre to provide advice and counselling in a quiet and confidential setting.
 

Situatedin a discreet location a short distance from Forth Valley Royal Hospital, the development of the Meadows
is part of an £8.5m investment by the Scottish Government to improve services for victims of sexual crime across
the country and it is hoped that the Forth Valley facility becomes a benchmark for similar facilities across Scotland. 
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EXPANDING LOCAL HEALTH SERVICES 

Patients attending GP surgeries across Forth Valley now have access to a

wider range of local health services following the successful recruitment of

more than 80 additional health professionals.  These include mental health

nurses, pharmacists,physiotherapists and advanced nurse practitioners who

will help free up GP time to deal with more complex cases.   

 

This new way of working is in response to some of the requirements of the
new GP contract and is part of NHS Forth Valley’s Primary Care Improvement
Plan.  

 

INCREASING ACCESS TO PHYSIOTHERAPY 

INTRODUCING NEW VACCINATION ARRANGEMENTS 

New arrangements for delivering certain childhood vaccinations have been

introduced in Clackmannanshire and Stirling city to support the new GP

contact.  These saw children attend a number of dedicated vaccination clinics

run by NHS Forth Valley staff in a range of venues across the areas. Feedback

from the initial clinics has been very positive and will inform the roll-out of

additional clinics across the wider Forth Valley area.

  

Vaccination is one of the most effective public health interventions and NHS

Forth Valley has consistently had excellent uptake, especially in routine

childhood immunisations. Between birth and the age of 14, children now

receive 20 doses of 11 different vaccines. 

 

S E R V I C E  D E V E L O P M E N T S  

A two year study carried out at two GP practices in Forth Valley, where

physiotherapists are a first line of contact for musculoskeletal conditions  

(such as muscle, back and joint pain) rather than a GP, has  shown the

service is a great success and revealed a significant drop in referrals to

orthopaedics.
 

The survey, which was carried out at Kersiebank and Bannockburn

Medical Practices, shows almost 8,500 patient contacts were made with

more than 87% being managed within primary care. At one practice the

number of referrals to orthopaedic services was down 37%, while at the

other the reduction was 67%.

 

In all, a total of 200 additional healthcare professionals will be recruited over the next three years. Mental health

nurses are offering support to patients with mild to moderate mental health problems in several GP practices.  

Pharmacists will undertake medicine reviews, deal with repeat prescriptions and ultimately hold clinics.   
 
Other developments include the appointment of ten advanced nurse practitioners who are currently under training,

advanced physiotherapists, care home support nurses and practice nurse trainees. They will join the practice nurses,

district nurses, health visitors, podiatrists and physiotherapists already working at local GP practices to provide the

best level of primary care.

 

PHYSIOTHERAPY SUCCESS IN GP PRACTICES
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REDUCING THE NEED FOR SURGERY 

A pilot project for people with certain hip and knee problems, which has been

operating in Clackmannanshire, is now being rolled out across Forth Valley.  The

'Best in Class' project sees patients who have been diagnosed with osteoarthritis

being asked what sort of treatment they would like to try to help avoid or delay

surgery. Individuals are then given an tailored exercise programme to help reduce

pain and are able to attend special information sessions and exercise classes, led

by a physiotherapist.

 

Patients taking part have reported reduced pain while waiting for surgery and,

in some cases, have avoided having to undergo a joint replacement operation.

Health professionals say that even if a joint does eventually have to be

replaced, exercising prior to surgery supports a quicker recovery.

The use of technology is delivering quicker treatment for NHS Forth
Valley patients who present with eye problems following an injury or
accident. A new initiative in the Emergency Department and Minor
Injuries Unit, which uses a slit lamp and a tablet computer, enables a
consultant ophthalmologist to view the magnified eye remotely and
advise on the best way forward. 
 
The treating doctor or nurse and the patient can also join in the discussion
whilst the images are being reviewed. The new system replaces a previous
assessment process which relied on phone conversations between local
clinical staff and, in many case, required patients to travel to
ophthalmology clinics at Falkirk Community Hospital for further checks
or follow up. 
 

Seven day working was introduced in the microbiology department at

Forth Valley Royal Hospital, providing quicker sample results for patients. 

 The switch from a Monday to Friday service, which was backed by an on-

call emergency system, now means staff work five days out of seven, which

can involve weekends.    

This new system means that samples can now be tested every day of the

week and local staff have been flexible to support the introduction of the

new arrangements. 

S E R V I C E  D E V E L O P M E N T S  

USING NEW TECHNOLOGY 

DELIVERING QUICKER RESULTS FOR PATIENTS
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Bright red walking frames are now available in wards across NHS Forth

Valley which are easier for patients with dementia to see than the

traditional grey or silver models. Patients are therefore more likely to

use the frames to help them walk which reduces the risk of falls and

helps them regain their independence more quickly. 

 

The idea to introduce the new coloured frames was developed by

David MacKenzie, a specialist inpatient physiotherapist at Forth Valley

Royal Hospital after he completed a Dementia Champion course.  

GIVING BABIES THE BEST START 

INCREASING TISSUE DONATION 

SUPPORTING PATIENTS WITH DEMENTIA 

S E R V I C E  D E V E L O P M E N T S  

Cornea donation in Forth Valley has doubled over the past year, thanks to an

innovative scheme devised by an NHS Forth Valley Emergency Department

doctor.  Staff in the Department have now been issued with a prompt card to

remind them of the process of approaching a family and the criteria for tissue

donation.The size of a credit card, it tucks into the back of staff identification

badges and was devised by NHS Forth Valley Clinical Development Fellow Dr

Susan Macmillan.

 

Tissues that can be donated after death include corneas, heart valves, skin and

tendons.  The gift of sight is life changing for recipients and donated heart

valves, which are often transplanted into children, can be lifesaving.  Skin is

used to dress the wounds of patients who have been severely burned and

donated tendons can be used to restore function and improve the quality of

life for patients.

NHS Forth Valley is one of five  Early Adopter Boards taking forward the

recommendations from Best Start - the National Strategy for Maternity and

Neonatal Care.  As part of this work a new Alongside Midwifery Unit (AMU)

was officially opened at Forth Valley Royal Hospital in August 2018. 

 

The new midwife-led facility sits within the existing Women and Children’s

Unit and has two rooms for water births and one other labour room.

Specially commissioned artwork and light projection equipment have been

installed in the rooms to help create a calming, less clinical environment.

New beds have also been purchased along with cube chairs, which convert

to a double bed for women to sleep on together with their partner.
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S E R V I C E  D E V E L O P M E N T S  

The new Doune health centre is taking shape and is expected to be operational

by the end of Summer 2019. The new facility will replace a smaller building which

has become overcrowded due to the growing population of the village. It will see

a wide range of services delivered locally. These include physiotherapy, podiatry

and support for people with long term conditions such as diabetes, dementia

and COPD (a common respiratory disease).  

 

In addition, there will be improved facilities for the exiting GP Practice as well as

accommodation for a range of visiting outpatient and services such as antenatal

and child health clinics. 

  

NEW GP & MINOR INJURIES CENTRE OPENS ITS DOORS 

NEW DOUNE HEALTH CENTRE TAKES SHAPE 

The new GP and Minor Injuries Centre at Stirling Health & Care Village opened its

doors to patients on Monday 13th August 2018. The Centre, which forms part of

the new £37m Stirling Health and Care Village, provides spacious

accommodation for a number of services which  relocated from other parts of

the Stirling Community Hospital site. 

 

These include Minor Injuries services, X-ray facilities, GP out-of-hours services and

Keep Well services.  It also houses three local GP practices (Viewfield, Park

Avenue, and Park Terrace Practices). 

 

Six months later the Bellfield Centre, at Stirling Health & Care Village,  was 

 completed.  The new a 116 bed inpatient facility provides short-term care,

assessment or rehabilitation for older people who require additional

support following an illness or operation. Services are provided in a warm,

welcoming and comfortable environment to help older people recover,

regain their independence and, in the majority of cases, return to their own

homes.  

The Centre, has the capacity to care for 116 people across 4 short-stay areas. 

 

BELLFIELD CENTRE WELCOMES ITS FIRST PATIENTS 

Considerable efforts have been made to ensure the new purpose-built facility meets the needs of older people,

including those with dementia. Architects have used the surrounding landscape to create a feeling of wellbeing,

introduced social areas, including communal dining rooms, to encourage greater interaction and used specific

colours and design features to help wayfinding.The final phase will see the development of a new vehicle

workshop for the Scottish Ambulance Service in Autumn 2019, completing the transfer of facilities from their

current base in the Riverside area.
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INCREASING BREASTFEEDING 

The number of women in Forth Valley who are breastfeeding at six weeks

after giving birth increased by more than 5% and helped earn NHS Forth

Valley’s health visiting service a prestigious Baby Friendly Award in May

2018.   

 

The Baby Friendly Initiative, set up by Unicef and the World Health

Organisation, is a global programme which provides a practical and

effective way for health services to improve the care provided for all

mothers and babies. 

VALUING COMMUNITY NURSING 

A health visitor working with NHS Forth Valley was among a small group of

community nurses who were awarded the prestigious title of Queen’s Nurse in

2018.  Margaret-Ann Williamson, from Larbert, was selected to take part in a

nine-month development programme run by the Queen’s Nursing Institute

Scotland (QNIS).

 

The Health Visitor Team Lead for Clackmannanshire was nominated by

managers at NHS Forth Valley for providing high quality, compassionate care

to people in her local community.  After completing the programme

successfully, Margaret-Ann was awarded the historic Queen’s Nurse title along

with 20 other community nurses. 

CELEBRATING 70 YEARS OF CARING 

Staff, patients and visitors across Forth Valley celebrated the 70th anniversary of

the NHS with a host of events including a vintage tea party which took place in

the atrium of Forth Valley Royal Hospital. 

 

 Current staff were joined by many former members of staff who shared their

stories and memories of working in the NHS over many decades.   Serco, who

provide a range of support services at the hospital, distributing more than 1000

special anniversary cup cakes to patients in hospital wards across NHS Forth

Valley.  

 

The more adventurous had an opportunity to sample tripe and potted meat

which were popular items in July 1948.  Wards and resource centres across NHS

Forth Valley also organised their own local celebrations and tea parties. 

 

 

O U R  P E O P L E
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CHAMPIONING EQUALITY & DIVERSITY 

NHS Forth Valley’s Equality and Diversity Manager, Lynn Waddell, was

presented with a Lifetime Achievement Award at the Scottish Diversity

Awards 2018.  The event organised by The Herald and GenAnalytics,

showcased companies, organisations and individuals across Scotland

who are making a real difference by putting diversity and inclusion at

the heart of their organisation.

 

Lynn has spent over 40 years working in the NHS. Throughout her career

she has been a champion of diversity and inclusion, acting as an advisor

and developing both local and national guidance which has informed

the development of more inclusive health services.

HANDMADE FOR DEMENTIA

Patients in Ward A32 at Forth Valley Royal Hospital now have access

to  colourful hand knitted cannula sleeves thanks to Senior Staff

Nurse Donna Marie Marshall.  Donna was inspired after a woman from

Chester adapted the NHS pattern for Dementia Twiddle Muffs into

colourful cannula sleeves. 
 

The sleeves help prevent patients with delirium or dementia pulling

out their cannulas and reduce the stress associated with having to

have a cannula re-inserted.  Fifty five hospitals across the UK are now

using cannula sleeves through the Handmade for Dementia Project,

which has also saved the NHS thousands of pounds.

HELPING YOUNG PEOPLE GAIN NEW SKILLS 

A new scheme to help young people with learning disabilities secure

employment was officially launched in August 2018, by Jamie Hepburn, Minister

for Business, Fair Work and Skills at Forth Valley Royal Hospital.

 

The pilot scheme, known as Project Search, is the first programme of its kind in

Forth Valley and gives young people aged between 18 and 24, the chance to

gain work experience in a number of support services roles. These include

portering, catering and house-keeping roles.

 

The scheme, which is delivered by Falkirk Council in partnership with Forth

Valley College, NHS Forth Valley and Serco, builds on the successful Modern

Apprenticeship Scheme already underway in NHS Forth Valley. 

 

 

O U R  P E O P L E
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PROTECTING THE ENVIRONMENT 

 In August 2018, Forth Valley Royal Hospital became the first hospital to

receive a Gold level National Award for Environmental Excellence from

environmental charity, Keep Scotland Beautiful.
 

 The accolade recognises the continued commitment of NHS Forth Valley

and Serco staff in improving environmental management and making its

environment safe, clean and welcoming for patients, staff and visitors.  In

particular, the award highlights the modern hospital’s achievements in

delivering excellence in environmental quality at its facilities and its

ongoing commitment to engaging the community and patients.

 

ROYAL RECOGNITION 

Allison Ramsay, NHS Forth Valley’s former lead nurse for Learning Disability

Services, has been awarded an OBE for services to learning disability nursing in

the 2018 Queen’s Birthday Honours list. 

 

Allison was overwhelmed when she heard about the award but was keen to

point out that she saw it as recognition not only to her work to improve care for

people with learning disabilities, but also to the many people who have worked

with her and supported her during her 38 year career as a nurse.

GOLDEN ACHIEVEMENT 

NHS Forth Valley became  one of only two healthcare organisations in the

UK to achieve a gold Investors in People award.
 

It followed a three year rolling assessment across all services in the

organisation during which the Assessor found that the majority of staff felt

valued for their hard work, efforts and achievements and, as a result, are

very willing to go the extra mile whenever the need arises.
 

NHS Forth Valley also received a Good Practice Gold award for Investors in

Young People.  Assessors praised the work undertaken to recruit and

develop young people including participation in the Modern Apprenticeship

Scheme, school placement programme, Flying Start programme and Project

Search.

O U R  P E O P L E
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CELEBRATING LONG SERVICE 

Around 70 NHS Forth Valley staff, with a total of 2080 years service between

them, received a Long Service Award in January 2019 after achieving 20, 30

or 40 years service. 

 

They attended a special award ceremony at Forth Valley Royal Hospital to

celebrate their long careers working for the NHS. The event was hosted by

NHS Forth Valley Chairman, Alex Linkston and Chief Executive, Cathie

Cowan and each member of staff received a specially designed certificate

and pin badge.

SUPPORTING PEOPLE WITH MENTAL ILLNESS

Helping people with severe and enduring mental health difficulties to live a longer

and more fulfilling life resulted in a practice excellence award for a team based at

Livilands Mental Health Resource Centre in Stirling. The award, from the Mental

Health Nursing Forum Scotland, was for a programme which includes classes in art,

sporting activities including football, and education about diet, smoking, and

substance misuse.  

 

Research shows that side effects from prescribed medication and negative

symptoms of the illness can lead to increased risks of long term health conditions

and impact on life expectancy.    NHS Forth Valley staff working at the centre were

praised for their work to address these inequalities.

RECOGNISING LOCAL STAFF 

A total of 560 nominations were received for the 2018 NHS Forth

Valley Staff Awards - the highest number to-date and an increase of

more than 20% on the previous year.

 

There was also a special Chairman’s Platinum Award to celebrate the

70th anniversary of the NHS. This was presented to Kathy O’Neill,

NHS Forth Valley’s General Manager for Community Services, who

was described as an incredibly supportive manager who has been

part of many redesign projects, most recently the integration of local

health and social care services. 

 

O U R  P E O P L E
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THANKING OUR VOLUNTEERS
Many of the volunteers  who support NHS Forth Valley received a big
thank you when they were presented with specially-designed baubles as a
gesture of appreciation. The baubles were presented by NHS Forth Valley
Chairman, Alex Linkston  and Director of Nursing, Professor Angela
Wallace at a special event.
 

The volunteers included representatives from voluntary
organisations including the Friends of Forth Valley Royal Hospital,
the Royal Voluntary Service, So Precious and RSVP.  Also present
were volunteers who work in wards and departments including
oncology, mental health, emergency and the children’s ward. 

ULTRA ACHIEVEMENT 

NHS Forth Valley's violence and aggression trainer, Bryan Grome, clocked

up a new personal best in the 55k 2018  Dunoon Ultra Marathon, crossing

the finishing line in 6hrs, 38mins and 8secs. His time saw him placed 66th

out of a field of 200 runners.

 

The course took him through Pukks Glen then around Loch Eck before

coming down through the hills and back into Dunoon, running along the

shoreline to finish at the pier.

 

Bryan's run raised more than £200 for NHS Forth Valley’s Dementia

Activity Fund and will be used to buy equipment for people with dementia

to help them cope better during their time in hospital.

F U N D R A I S I N G  &  V O L U N T E E R I N G
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IMPROVING LOCAL FACILITIES 

The Friends of Stirling Community Hospital, a local charity which supports a

wide range of initiatives across the hospital, donated £150,000 to help the

Royal Voluntary Service completely refurbish and relocate its existing café

to a larger, more prominent location within the hospital. 

 

This funding was matched by NHS Forth Valley as part of a wider £2 million

investment programme to upgrade the outpatient clinic and main

reception areas. 



FUNDING NEW RESEARCH 

Despite being diagnosed with Type 1 diabetes six years ago at the age of 40,

Advanced Nurse Practitioner Laura Mackintosh lives life to the full, and is

committed to promoting exercise for people with Type 1 diabetics who are

often anxious about exercising.
 

Laura has completed a triathlon and took part in the London Marathon, raising

more than £2,600 for the Juvenile Diabetic Research Fund (JDRF).

Laura  wanted to run not only to help fund research for a cure, but also to thank

the NHS Forth Valley Diabetic Service for all their support and advice. 

THANKING LOCAL STAFF 

The Maxillofacial Team at Forth Valley Royal Hospital was just one of

the teams which received donations from local patients during

2018/19.  The team received a fantastic £1,500, thanks to a donation

from a local man.

 

Andrew Purdie, from Bo’ness, donated £1,500 to thank the staff for 

 the care and treatment he received after undergoing maxillofacial

surgery. 

 

The money was raised after a fundraising night was held at Tryst Golf

Club in Larbert with musical entertainment being provided by a local

band, The Chappelles, in which two of Andrew’s sons perform.

F U N D R A I S E R S  &  V O L U N T E E R S
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During the year, the Friends of Stirling Community Hospital  donated

almost £65,000 for a range of new medical equipment and resources.

This included a new ultrasound scanner for the Rheumatology

Department, a retinal screening scanner and teaching resources for

the Diabetic Unit and a RemPod (a special pop up display which is

used to support reminiscence activities with patients who have

dementia). The new ultrasound scanner was officially presented to

local NHS staff by Allan Dewar, Chair of the Friends of Stirling, at an

event in February 2019.  

MAJOR DONATION FOR STIRLING



O U R  P E R F O R M A N C E
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O U R  P E R F O R M A N C E
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NHS Forth Valley 

Communications Department 

 

We are happy to consider requests for this publication in other

languages or formats such as large print. Please call 01324 590886

 or email FV-UHB.disabilitydepartment@nhs.net

 


